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We consider the sampling of the coupled cluster expansion within stochastic coupled cluster the-
ory. Observing the limitations of previous approaches due to the inherently non-linear behavior of a
coupled cluster wavefunction representation, we propose new approaches based on an intuitive, well-
defined condition for sampling weights and on sampling the expansion in cluster operators of different
excitation levels. We term these modifications even and truncated selections, respectively. Utilising
both approaches demonstrates dramatically improved calculation stability as well as reduced compu-
tational and memory costs. These modifications are particularly effective at higher truncation levels
owing to the large number of terms within the cluster expansion that can be neglected, as demonstrated
by the reduction of the number of terms to be sampled when truncating at triple excitations by 77%
and hextuple excitations by 98%. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.4991795
I. INTRODUCTION
Coupled cluster (CC) theory has been a workhorse of elec-
tronic structure theory1–4 since its introduction,5–9 providing
an accurate, size consistent, polynomial-scaling approxima-
tion suitable for a wide range of weakly correlated systems of
interest for chemists, such as organic molecules around their
equilibrium bond length.4 In particular, the “gold-standard”
CC Singles and Doubles with perturbative triples (CCSD(T))
approach10 provides excellent treatment of many chemically
interesting problems.
However, the scaling of CCSD(T) as O (N7) with sys-
tem size has precluded widespread application to larger prob-
lems, and in general, the high-order polynomial scaling of all
truncations within canonical coupled cluster theory precludes
many large-scale applications. This is exacerbated when look-
ing beyond familiar chemical systems at equilibrium to more
strongly statically correlated problems, where a high accu-
racy treatment demands much higher truncation levels11 and
correspondingly much more expensive calculations.
Various approaches have been developed to remedy these
issues. The use of local approximations has enabled cou-
pled cluster calculations of various forms to be performed
with computational cost scaling approximately linearly with
system size12–23 while retaining relatively controlled errors
compared to canonical results. Various multireference cou-
pled cluster Ansa¨tze also allow accurate treatment of strong
correlation24–29 without dramatically increased truncation lev-
els, while various approaches allow access to these higher
truncation levels without prohibitive costs.30,31
In the same time period, various other approaches to the
solution of the electronic Schro¨dinger equation have been
developed. Projector Monte Carlo (PMC) methods, based
around the stochastic propagation of a trial function form to
a)Electronic mail: cs675@cam.ac.uk
the ground state wavefunction via application of the Hamilto-
nian, have proved particularly effective. Diffusion Monte Carlo
(DMC) has shown great utility, providing variational energy
estimates and energy differences to within chemical accuracy
(1 kcal mol1) in a wide variety of systems.32 Its scaling as
O(N3) with system size32 and almost perfect embarrassing par-
allelism enables relatively straightforward application to large
systems, with a number of high-quality codes available.33–35
Its main limitation is the fixed-node approximation which leads
to an uncontrolled error within the resulting calculations.36
A variety of trial function forms37–39 and backflow transfor-
mations40 have been used to reduce this error, although the
trade-off between the increased computational costs associ-
ated with evaluating a more complicated wavefunction form
must be weighed against the likely energy improvement given
the variational nature of the method.
Further progress has been made by combining stochas-
tic propagation with traditional quantum chemical approaches
to representing electronic wavefunctions, namely, via a com-
bination of Slater determinants. Work by Booth et al. com-
bining PMC methods with Full Configuration Interaction
(FCI) resulted in the Full Configuration Interaction Quantum
Monte Carlo (FCIQMC) method41 that is perhaps the most
well-studied resulting method.
While still exponentially scaling in memory and compu-
tational cost, FCIQMC has a dramatically reduced prefactor
compared to FCI and does not suffer from any uncontrol-
lable approximations. For mid-sized systems where relativistic
effects are negligible, it can thus provide a variationally exact
energy estimate without requiring huge amounts of memory
or computational time. The initiator adaptation42 (i-FCIQMC)
of this method provides a lowered exponential exponent,43
albeit while requiring convergence of the initiator error with
increasing population.
i-FCIQMC has proved capable of treating a wide range
of interesting systems,44–47 while also being extended to
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obtain system properties,48,49 treat excited states,50,51 capture
static correlation from a larger space,52,53 and use explicitly
correlated approaches to avoid explicit extrapolation to the
complete basis set limit.54 With appropriate implementation,
it can also effectively leverage modern computing resources55
via massive parallelism. However, its extension to larger sys-
tems is still precluded by its scaling with system size, although
recent modifications to apply a similar approach to nonlinear
wavefunctions improve this issue.56
Previous work57,58 has demonstrated the successful com-
bination of the CC and PMC approaches to give a stochastic
solution to the coupled cluster equations, reproducing deter-
ministic results within stochastic error bars while storing only
a fraction of the total available Hilbert space. This approach is
termed Coupled Cluster Monte Carlo (CCMC).
Within this paper, we will first give an overview of the
CCMC method in Sec. II and then look specifically at the
approaches taken to selecting terms within the coupled cluster
expansion in Sec. III. Based on considerations from these pre-
vious methods, we then propose a new approach to selection in
Sec. IV, before presenting results obtained using this approach
in Sec. V.
II. COUPLED CLUSTER MONTE CARLO
We first detail the approach of CCMC without specifying
the means of selection from the coupled cluster expansion.
Full details of and background to the algorithm can be found
elsewhere.57,58
As for all projector methods we start by applying a
Wick rotation to the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation
and then solving the resulting differential equation to obtain
the imaginary-time dynamics as |Ψ(τ)〉 ∝ e−τ ˆH |Ψ(τ = 0)〉.
Performing an eigendecomposition of the initial wavefunc-
tion |Ψ(τ = 0)〉 and assuming that it has nonzero overlap
with the ground state of the Hamiltonian |Ψ0〉, we obtain the
expression
|Ψ0〉 ∝ lim
τ→∞ e
−τ ˆH |Ψ(τ = 0)〉. (1)
If we set the constant of proportionality equal to eτE0 to main-
tain a constant non-zero normalisation in the limit τ → ∞, this
becomes
|Ψ0〉 = lim
τ→∞ e
−τ( ˆH−E0) |Ψ(τ = 0)〉, (2)
assuming that our initial wavefunction was normalised to some
condition.
Approximating the exponential propagator by repeated
application of the linear propagator 1 − δτ( ˆH − E0) gives
|Ψ0〉 = lim
N→∞
[
1 − δτ( ˆH − E0)
]N |Ψ(τ = 0)〉. (3)
It should be noted that equality still holds in Eq. (3), since the
exponential and linear propagators have identical eigenfunc-
tions and so no time step error is introduced. This does require
that the time step δτ is smaller than the spectral range of the
Hamiltonian.41
To project out the ground state wavefunction, we thus
require the ability to calculate |Ψ(τ + δτ)〉 from arbitrary
|Ψ(τ)〉 using the relation
|Ψ(τ + δτ)〉 =
[
1 − δτ( ˆH − S)
]
|Ψ(τ)〉. (4)
Within this expression, the unknown ground state energy E0
has been replaced by an arbitrary constant S that determines
the rate and direction of change in magnitude of |Ψ(τ)〉.
Within CCMC, we combine this approach with the
coupled cluster wavefunction ansatz,57
ΨCCMC(τ) = N0(τ)e
ˆT (τ)
N0(τ) |D0〉, (5)
where ˆT is the cluster operator,
ˆT (τ) = ˆT1(τ) + ˆT2(τ) + ˆT3(τ) + · · · , (6)
and ˆTi contains operators creating all i-orbital replacements
of the reference determinant, in the form of excitors aˆi. These
excitors are combinations of second-quantised creation and
annihilation operators, such that their action upon a given ref-
erence determinant results in the Slater determinant with the
corresponding orbital replacements,
Ti(τ) =
∑
j∈ith replacements
tj(τ)aˆj. (7)
This wavefunction form has the advantage of being size-
consistent with a truncation of ˆT (τ) at any excitation level,
for instance, ˆT (τ) = ˆT1(τ) + ˆT2(τ) gives the coupled cluster
singles and doubles (CCSD) wavefunction form. This enables
consideration of a much smaller polynomial-scaling portion
of the space compared to methods such as FCIQMC, which
require consideration of the full (exponentially scaling) Hilbert
space to remain size-consistent.
To utilise this ansatz in combination with Eq. (4), we must
substitute this form and project onto a given determinant 〈Dn |.
Representing this via the action of the corresponding exci-
tor avoids further complications due to sign changes resulting
from the interchange of second quantised operators. We thus
obtain
〈D0 |aˆ†n |ΨCCMC〉 → 〈D0 |aˆ†n[1 − δτ( ˆH − S)]|ΨCCMC〉. (8)
Noting that 〈D0 |aˆ†n |ΨCCMC〉 = tn +O( ˆT2) and cancelling
higher order terms on both sides, we obtain
tn → tn − δτ〈D0 |aˆ†n[ ˆH − S]|ΨCCMC〉. (9)
This gives us an iterative procedure for solving the coupled
cluster equations to an arbitrary truncation level.59
Reductions in storage costs are achieved by representing
the values ti by a population of discretised excitor particles
(excips) and interpreting the iterative procedure in Eq. (4) as
a population dynamic.
This requires sampling the action of the Hamiltonian
upon our current population distribution. We observe that
expanding the full instantaneous CCMC wavefunction is pro-
hibitively expensive due to the large number of relatively
negligible terms resulting from larger cluster sizes. We instead
sample terms from within it and reweight for their selection
probability.
This will be expounded in more detail in Secs. III and IV of
this paper, but for now we will simply assume that we have gen-
erated with a normalised probability pselect(e) a combination of
excitors e with total amplitude we. When applied to the refer-
ence, this collection of excitors collapses to give we |Dm〉. If we
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are making na such generation attempts on a given iteration,
our expression becomes
tn → tn − δτ〈D0 |a†n[ ˆH − S]
na∑
e
we
napselect(e) |Dm(e)〉. (10)
Having selected we |Dm(e)〉, we then sample the action of
the Hamiltonian on it via the following:
1. Spawning: choose a random single or double excitation of
|Dm〉 (denoted |Dn〉) and create an excip with probability
pspawn = δτ
|we |
napselect(e)
|Hnm |
pgen
(11)
on the excitor aˆn. The sign of the spawned excips is
determined by that of Hnm.
2. Death: spawn a particle of opposite sign to weHnn onto
excitor aˆn with probability
pdeath = δτ
|we |
napselect(e) |Hnn − S |. (12)
We draw the reader’s attention to the presence of the factor
|we |
napselect(e) within the expressions for both pspawn and pdeath. The
importance of this will be examined later.
Following this prescription results in a population
dynamic that requires a critical excip population (termed the
plateau or shoulder)57,58,60 to give a stable calculation, but
above this population the excip distribution samples the ground
state wavefunction and returns the correct energy. The plateau
is conventionally the limiting factor on the size of system that
can be considered, so is an important measure of any algorith-
mic changes.
We use the form of population control previously adopted
for FCIQMC61 and originally suggested for DMC62 and a pro-
jected energy estimator. This gives an energy estimate in the
form
Eproj =
〈D0 | ˆH |ΨCCMC 〉
〈D0 |ΨCCMC〉 . (13)
We can sample the numerator and denominator of this
expression separately when our simulation is under popula-
tion control. Performing a reblocking analysis63 enables us to
remove serial correlation from our estimates of these quan-
tities and obtain a measure of the stochastic error in these
values.
This relatively simple picture may be complicated by, for
instance, using non-integer walker weights48 or the details of
excitation generation within spawning64 but remain a general
description of the approach taken.
III. SAMPLING THE COUPLED CLUSTER EXPANSION:
CURRENT APPROACHES
In this section, we will detail previous approaches to the
selection of the we and pselect(e) parameters introduced in
Sec. II. These chart the evolution of ideas relating to this sam-
pling, and based on these developments, we propose a new
algorithm.
It should be noted that provided the algorithm used selects
all terms within the expansion below with nonzero pselect,
the result obtained should be statistically identical within the
derivation of the method already provided. It can however lead
to algorithmic complications, as will be examined later, and
affect the position of the plateau and so the computational and
memory costs for a given calculation.
First, we will go through a few useful definitions. We wish
to sample terms from within
|ΨCCMC〉 = N0e
ˆT
N0 |D0〉 (14)
=
*.,N0 +
∑
i
tiaˆi +
∑
i,j
titjaˆiaˆj
N02!
+ · · · +/- |D0〉. (15)
This is an expansion in terms containing increasing numbers
of excitors. As in previous work, these terms are referred to as
clusters, and a cluster includes both the constituent excitors and
any coefficient contributions. Evaluating the action of a cluster
upon the reference is referred to as collapsing the cluster, and
the number of excitors s within a cluster is referred to as its
size. Clusters with s = 1 are termed non-composite, and clusters
with s > 1 are termed composite.
We will refer to the population of excips on an excitor i as
N i, and the total absolute excip population as Nex =
∑
i |Ni |.
In addition, we will refer to clusters and excitors by the exci-
tation level of the determinant they result in when applied to
the reference determinant. For instance, we would refer to an
excitor (cluster) containing a single creation and annihilation
operator as an excitation level 1 excitor (cluster).
A. Original algorithm
In previous work,57 an initial algorithm was used that
selected purely stochastically from within all possible clusters.
This selected a given combination of excitors e by
1. selecting a cluster size s following an exponential distri-
bution [i.e., psize(s) = 12s+1 ];
2. selecting s excitors from within the current distribution
and reordering them to some condition with probability
pclust(e|s) = s! ∏si=1 |Ni |Nex .
The factor of s! in pclust can be equivalently considered
to result either from the number of possible ways to select the
same cluster in different orderings (if we reorder the excitors to
satisfy some condition) or from the coupled cluster expansion
itself.
This approach gives pselect(e) = psize(s)pclust(e|s) for a given
number of selection attempts and can clearly generate all
possible combinations of excitors.
This approach is slightly improved by observing that since
ˆH is a two-body operator and each excitor is at least a one-
body operator, we can limit s to the range 0 ≤ s ≤ l + 2,
where l is the highest term included within the cluster oper-
ator. With this modification, we use psize(s = l + 2) = 12l+2 to
ensure normalisation of psize and avoid sampling larger clus-
ters. For the continuing analysis, we ignore this modification
for ease of notation, as its inclusion has a minimal effect on our
results.
The number of total attempts to make at selecting clus-
ters at each iteration, na, is then set equal to Nex for conveni-
ence.
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This selection scheme gives the value of pselect(e) for a
given cluster e of size s as
pselect(e) =
s! ∏si=1 |Ni |Nex
2s+1
(16)
=
s! ∏si=1 |Ni |
2s+1N sex
. (17)
Observing that
we =
∏s
i=1 |Ni |
N s−10
, (18)
we can obtain an expression for the value we
napselect(e) previ-
ously observed to appear within our expressions for pspawn and
pdeath,
we
napselect(e) =
2s+1
s!
(
Nex
N0
)s−1
. (19)
Given that in a usual calculation NexN0  1 and that this
ratio increases with the size of the system being considered, the
spawning and death probabilities of large composite clusters
will thus be much greater than those of smaller clusters.
B. Full non-composite
To remedy some shortcomings of the original approach
in stability, a new algorithm was implemented by Spencer,
Vigor, and Thom. This has not been previously detailed but
will form part of a forthcoming publication. For ease of con-
sideration, we will include a brief description of its selection
considerations here.
This approach utilises a FCIQMC-like deterministic
selection of the reference and non-composite components of
the coupled cluster expansion but continues to use the previ-
ous algorithm for the composite cluster selection. This ensures
that for s = 0, 1, we must have wepselect(e) = 1, while effectively
requiring Nex + N0 attempts. For composite clusters, we can
follow the previous prescription.
We make Nex selections of composite clusters with
psize(s) = 12s−1 while using the same approach to pclust(e|s),
so we obtain
napselect(e ∈ composite) = na
s! ∏si=1 |Ni |Nex
2s−1
(20)
=
s! ∏si=1 |Ni |
2s−1N s−1ex
. (21)
And so overall,
we∈non-composite
napselect(e ∈ non-composite) = 1, (22)
we∈composite
napselect(e ∈ composite) =
2s−1
s!
(
Nex
N0
)s−1
. (23)
This approach provides a much more stable calculation
and energy estimate. The reason for the improved projected
energy estimate stability can be seen by considering the form of
the integral being sampled given that ˆH is a two-body operator,
Eproj =
〈D0 | ˆH |ΨCCMC〉
〈D0 |ΨCCMC 〉 (24)
=
〈D0 | ˆH(1 + ˆT1 + ˆT2 + ˆT21 )|D0〉
N0
. (25)
Within this expression, we exactly sample the action of ˆT1
and ˆT2 upon the reference and the value of N0, meaning that
the only term in this integral that is not evaluated exactly (for
our instantaneous excip distribution) is ˆT21 . This drastically
decreases the variance of our energy estimate.
IV. SAMPLING THE COUPLED CLUSTER EXPANSION:
NEW APPROACHES
A. The need for new approaches
In both previous methods, variation in wepselect(e) for compos-
ite clusters still results in variation in pspawn and pdeath between
different cluster sizes by a potentially very large factor. In
theory, at large enough cluster sizes, s! will grow faster than(
2 NexN0
)s−1
; in practice for all but totally minuscule systems, NexN0
is large enough that the larger the cluster, the greater the value
of wepselect(e) .
This leads to large values of pspawn and so spawning events
resulting in multiple identical excips, termed blooms. These
can vary in size but can easily result in O(106) excips being
produced in a single spawning event for larger systems and
cause various issues within our calculations. In the worst case,
they result in such a large population on an otherwise unim-
portant excitor within our wavefunction representation (i.e.,
only weakly contributing to the ground state) that the overlap
〈Ψ0 |Ψ(τ)〉 is reduced enough to destabilise continued projec-
tion. In milder cases, this destabilising effect increases the
number of occupied excitors required before the plateau is
reached, reducing the size of systems that can be tenably
approached using this method and requiring a smaller time
step δτ before a calculation is stable.
An example of this within a calculation is shown in Fig. 1,
where a series of blooms, the largest of size ≈9 × 105 excips,
occurred when the previous total population was 4×104. This
resulted in a calculation that previously appeared stable under
population control becoming unstable. The blooms are visible
as spikes in the total population (note the logarithmic scale)
that are mirrored within the shift as the population control
algorithm attempts to compensate.
Aside from the destabilising effects of these blooms, their
effect upon the shift, and to a lesser extent projected energy,
will result in the energy estimator being distributed highly
asymmetrically about the true value and certainly not in a
FIG. 1. Calculation dynamics for a (CCSDTQ)MC calculation on two well-
separated neon atoms in a Dunning cc-pVDZ basis66 using full non-composite
propagation. The top panel shows the total excip population, and the bottom
panel shows energy estimators.
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Gaussian distribution, as can be clearly seen within Fig. 1.
This is a major issue as the reblocking analysis63 usually used
to obtain an estimate and errorbar for the energy assumes an
approximately Gaussian distribution. Much more minor devi-
ations from a Gaussian distribution in continuum Monte Carlo
due to heavy-tailed distributions have been shown to have sig-
nificant effects upon the reliability of stochastic error bars;65
thus avoidance of these effects should be an imperative to
ensure reliable error bars.
Of particular concern is the dependence of pspawn on NexN0
due to two observations about the behavior of NexN0 , the “par-
ticle ratio.” First, the equilibrium value of NexN0 grows with
system size, truncation level, and difficulty of treating the sys-
tem with the coupled cluster approximation, as represented
by the contribution of the reference determinant to the ground
state wavefunction. As we consider larger and more challeng-
ing systems, our calculations will grow more difficult in an
unpredictable manner.
Second, as previously noted,58 this “particle ratio” rises to
a maximal value when a CCMC calculation exits the plateau
due to the reference excip population previously growing more
slowly than the rest of the space. This will lead to larger
blooms occurring exactly when we seek to converge to a stable
representation of our wavefunction, potentially delaying exit
from the plateau, increasing the maximal particle ratio and
exacerbating the problem.
Together, it seems likely that extension of our current
approaches to more difficult systems will result in rapid desta-
bilisation of the calculation by blooming. Though the initiator
approximation has been shown to improve stability, the addi-
tional cost resulting from the slow convergence of the initiator
error58 limits its usefulness in practice.
We will now attempt to propose an approach that avoids
these problems and see what benefits this may provide.
B. Even selection
Based upon our previous analysis, we can suggest that the
form of psize(s) for s ≥ 2 should satisfy
we∈composite
napsize(s)pclust(e|s) = 1, (26)
as full non-composite did for s = 0, 1. By substituting the
expressions for pclust and wj already provided and rearranging,
we can obtain the form
napsize(s) =
N sex
N s−10 s!
. (27)
We note that the value napsize(s) is in fact the number of
attempts each cluster size requires to be sampled such that this
condition holds and that this expression returns our expected
values when applied to clusters of sizes 0 and 1 (N0 and Nex,
respectively).
We finally note that due to the condition that psize be
normalised, na must be varied depending upon our excip dis-
tribution between the reference and rest of the space. Via either
the normalisation of psize or summing individual required
attempts for a cluster expansion truncated at level l, we obtain
the expression
na = Nex
l+2∑
s=0
1
s!
(
Nex
N0
)s−1
. (28)
This gives us a number of selection attempts that scale linearly
with the total excip population (assuming particle ratio held
constant) but exponentially with increasing truncation level l.
For any systems of interest, it can be assumed that NexN0 > 1.
While hopefully providing a more stable calculation, this
approach would rapidly become untenable for all but the very
smallest systems and lowest truncation levels due to the inor-
dinate number of samples required at larger cluster sizes. We
will now detail the source of this rapid increase in cost and
propose a modified algorithm to avoid it.
C. Truncated selection
We start with the observation that for any given truncation
level of CC many available combinations of excitors collapse
to excitation levels greater than l + 2 and thus cannot contribute
to any stored coefficient via spawning. These selections are
effectively wasted, leading to the large increase in na observed
previously not necessarily being tied to the number of particles
created via spawning.
To illustrate this, we consider our expansion in terms of
the cluster operators ˆT1 + ˆT2 + · · · . For CC at truncation level
l, we observe that
N0e
ˆT |D0〉 = N0e
∑l
i=1
ˆTi
N0 |D0〉 (29)
= N0
l∏
i=1
e
ˆTi
N0 |D0〉 (30)
= N0
l∏
i=1
*,1 +
ˆTi
N0
+
ˆT2i
2!N20
+ · · · +- |D0〉. (31)
We note that the factorial prefactors of composite terms within
this full expansion will differ compared to (15). This results
from the enforced ordering of the operators ˆTi within this
expansion.
We now consider performing an illustrative CCSD calcu-
lation and sampling ΨCCMC with ˆT = ˆT1 + ˆT2. Considering
the expansion (31) to cluster size l + 2 (=4), we obtain the
expression that our previous approaches have effectively been
dealing with as
N0e
ˆT |D0〉 =
[
N0 + ˆT1 + ˆT2 +
1
2N0
(
ˆT21 + 2 ˆT1 ˆT2 + ˆT
2
2
)
+
1
6N20
(
ˆT31 + 3 ˆT
2
1 T2 + 3 ˆT1T
2
2 +
ˆT32
)
+
1
24N30
(
ˆT41 + 4 ˆT
3
1 T2 + 6 ˆT
2
1 T
2
2 + 4 ˆT1T
3
2 +
ˆT42
)
+O( ˆT5)
]
|D0〉, (32)
where combinations of the same size s have the same prefactor
1
N s−10
. The computational inefficiency of this approach is par-
ticularly clear in the sampling of clusters of size 4, where only
the ˆT41 term can result in a cluster that can contribute to any
integral 〈Di | ˆH |ΨCCMC〉 for a stored ti.
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For a solution to this problem, we can conveniently just
consider sampling the product [Eq. (31)] instead of the full
exponential coupled cluster expansion [Eq. (15)]. Our size of
cluster is the sum of all exponents of the ˆTi terms within the
selected cluster, and a particular term within this expansion is
termed a “combination.” For instance, in our previous CCSD
calculation, our size 2 clusters contain the combinations ˆT21 ,
ˆT22 , and ˆT1 ˆT2.
As all clusters within a given combination will result in
the same excitation level of cluster, we can simply only sample
those combinations that result in clusters that can couple to a
stored coefficient, i.e., those with excitation level ≤ l + 2. This
simplifies Eq. (32) to
〈Di |N0e ˆT |D0〉 =〈Di |
[
N0 + ˆT1 + ˆT2 +
1
2N0
(
ˆT21 + 2 ˆT1 ˆT2 + ˆT
2
2
)
+
1
6N20
(
ˆT31 + 3 ˆT
2
1 T2
)
+
1
24N30
ˆT41
]
|D0〉.
(33)
This is a much simpler form for our expansion, and the benefit
of this approach will increase when considering higher levels
of coupled cluster theory.
For ease of expression, we now define  s as the num-
ber of possible combinations giving clusters of size s, ηskj
as the number of excitors at excitation level j included in
combination k at cluster size s, and Lj as the summed abso-
lute magnitude of excip populations on excitors of excitation
level j. ηskj and  s can be precomputed once the truncation
level, l, of the calculation is known, but Lj varies during the
calculation.
While a general form for  s is non-trivial to obtain in either
the full [as Eq. (32)] or truncated [as Eq. (33)] expansion,
numerical results are shown in Table I. The full expansion
shows a rapid increase in the total number of combinations
with l due to the increasing cluster size and number of different
ˆTi, while the truncated expansion remains manageable even at
TABLE I. Scaling of the number of combinations within the expansion of a
coupled cluster wavefunction truncated at lth excitations. “full” corresponds
to a naive expansion toO( ˆT l+2) and “truncated” corresponds to an expansion
including only combinations of excitation level ≤ l + 2. The number of com-
binations of the largest allowed cluster size (l + 2) within the full expansion
is also presented, bearing in mind that only a single combination of this size
can affect our calculations ( ˆT l+21 ). It can be seen that the truncated approach
results in a drastic reduction in the number of combinations sampled such that
it remains manageable even at very high truncation levels.
l+2∑
i=2
i l+2
l Truncated Full Full
2 6 12 5
3 12 52 21
4 22 205 84
5 36 786 330
6 57 2 996 1 287
7 86 11 432 5 005
8 127 43 749 19 448
9 182 167 950 75 582
10 258 646 635 293 930
truncation level 10. We also highlight the explosion in value of
 l+2 in the full expansion, given that only a single combination
ever needs to be selected from this cluster size.
These results affirm that the hugely increasing costs of
sampling larger clusters when performing even selection can
be avoided by constructing an appropriate algorithm.
It should additionally be noted that the term we are
sampling within Eq. (31) can be fully specified by cluster
size s and combination number k within a given indexing
scheme. Specifically, combination (s, k) corresponds to the
term N0
(∏l
j=1
ˆT
ηskj
j
ηskj!N
ηskj
0
)
|D0〉.
We will now select a cluster containing the combination
of excitors e as follows:
1. Select a cluster size s with probability psize(s) using a
to-be-determined distribution.
2. Select a combination c that gives a cluster of size s with
probability pcombo(c|s) using a to-be-determined distribu-
tion. This excludes any combinations resulting in clusters
with an excitation level greater than l + 2.
3. Select the appropriate number of excitors from each exci-
tation level, creating a specific combination of excitors e
with probability pexcitors(e|c, s).
As such pselect(e) = psize(s)pcombo(c|s)pexcitors(e|c, s). We
will still wish to apply the lessons learned within Sec. IV B
and so to satisfy we
napselect(e) = 1.
If we consider step 3 first, we can see that ensuring
we
napselect(e) is the same for all clusters of a given size and
combination will require
pexcitors(e|c, s) ∝
s∏
i=1
|Ni |. (34)
Ensuring normalisation in each case gives
pexcitors(e|c, s) =
l∏
j=1
*,ηscj!
ηscj∏
i=1
|Ni |
Lj
+- . (35)
For clarity, the product over j contains all stored coefficient
excitation levels (i.e., all ˆTi), while that over i is over all
selected excitors at the given excitation level j in the clus-
ter. The factor of ηscj! can again be considered to result from
either the number of possible ways to select the same excitors
in a different order within an excitation level or the expansion
[Eq. (31)].
The constant of proportionality compared to Eq. (34),
l∏
j=1
ηscj!
L
ηscj
j
, differs between combinations of the same size. From
Eq. (18), we can see that this will result in variation of wepselect(e)
between different combinations of the same size unless we
weight pcombo(c|s) accordingly. This requires
pcombo(c|s) ∝
l∏
j=1
Lηscjj
ηscj!
. (36)
Defining the reciprocal of the normalisation constant for
a given cluster size s as
Ws =
s∑
c=1
*.,
l∏
j=1
Lηscjj
ηscj!
+/- , (37)
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we obtain
pcombo(c|s) = 1Ws
l∏
j=1
Lηscjj
ηscj!
. (38)
Combining our current expressions together results in the
form
pselect(e) = psize(s)pcombo(c|s)pexcitors(e|c, s) (39)
=
psize(s)
Ws
s∏
i=1
|Ni |. (40)
Finally applying our condition for even selection, we obtain
the overall expression
napsize(s) = WsN s−10
, (41)
and thus we require
na =
l+2∑
s=1
Ws
N s−10
(42)
and
psize(s) = Ws
N s−10
l+2∑
t=1
Wt
N t−10
. (43)
We have thus defined expressions for all relevant selec-
tion probabilities in terms of these combinations using only the
excip distribution between excitation levels and the possible
combinations at each cluster size. We can obtain the former
for each iteration without considerable extra effort and can
calculate the latter within calculation initialisation, so we can
easily calculate the appropriate probabilities to sample our
representation for each iteration.
We can now perform even selection without na spiralling
out of control. A more thorough discussion of the effects of
these changes upon the scaling of na is contained within the
Appendix.
V. RESULTS
A. Systems to be considered
From our considerations within Sec. IV, we can expect to
see previous approaches struggling in calculations with large
values of NexN0 . Thus we predict the greatest difference in cal-
culations with high truncation levels, large system sizes, and
significant multireference character within the wavefunction.
We will bear this in mind when choosing our test systems.
Stretched N2 has significant multireference character in
its stretched geometry, and high-level coupled cluster the-
ory has previously been benchmarked against the density
matrix renormalisation group11 at equilibrium and stretched
geometries. Treating this system at various geometries with
high truncation levels will enable comparisons to observe the
effects of multireference character in our wavefunction upon
propagation.
To observe the behavior of our algorithms with increas-
ing system size, we will look at chains of well-separated
neon atoms. Since we expect this to be a system with a large
reference population, we can test algorithmic behavior with
increased system size and basis set cardinality.
B. Calculation efficiency measures
We will use three different measures of calculation cost.
They are as follows:
• Nex, the total absolute walker population. This defines
the granularity of our stochastic coefficient representa-
tion, as a higher population reduces the absolute mag-
nitude of the lowest coefficient value at which we can
expect continual occupation. It is useful as a measure of
our calculation efficiency but cannot be easily related
to concrete calculation properties.
• nstates, the number of occupied excitors. This deter-
mines the minimum memory cost of a stable calculation
with a given algorithm.
• nattempts, the number of selection attempts made per
iteration. This determines the minimum computational
cost per iteration and so the cost of continued propaga-
tion to reduce the stochastic error bars on our energy
estimate.
In all cases, the value we are interested in is that at
the plateau, as this provides a lower bound on their value
when accumulating statistics for the various properties of the
wavefunction.
C. Calculation parameters
When running calculations, we must use sensible values of
various parameters to obtain comparable results. In our current
approach, we must define the time step used and the initial
reference population.
The stability of calculations at different time steps is con-
sidered within Fig. 2. Within this graph, we utilise the number
of selections performed per unit time as a measure of com-
putational cost to compensate for the fact that even selection
FIG. 2. Variation in calculation minimum memory costs as a function of the
computational cost for all-electron N2 in a stretched geometry (rNN = 3.6 a0)
in a Dunning cc-pVTZ basis66 using CCSDTMC with different selection
approaches. Memory costs are given as the proportion of the truncated Hilbert
space occupied at the plateau, while computational costs are given as the equiv-
alent total number of selection attempts required to propagate for a single unit
of imaginary time from the plateau. The inset shows details for lower com-
putational cost. Time steps used were δτ = 2, 4, 20, 40, 100, 200 × 10−5 for
even selection, δτ = 2, 4, 20, 40, 200, 400× 10−6 for full non-composite, and
δτ = 0.2, 0.4, 2, 4, 20, 40 × 10−6 for the original algorithm. For the original
algorithm, larger time steps were unstable.
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generally has many more attempts per time step but a corre-
spondingly much larger stable time step. As the majority of
the computational cost of a time step results from the expen-
sive spawning and death attempts67 and the number of such
attempts is determined by nattempts, we can use nattempts to mea-
sure the computational cost per iteration. Assuming that the
inefficiencies68 of the calculations (adjusted for CCMC) are
the same, the computational cost of propagating to a given
error bar will be proportional to the computational cost per
unit imaginary time propagated, which can be calculated as
average computational cost per time step multiplied by the
number of time steps per unit time. The assumption of a uni-
form inefficiency is sufficient for our current work but could
be a target of future investigation.
From the results in Fig. 2, we observe that, for any memory
cost, even selection results in a less computationally inten-
sive calculation than either previous selection method. We
also note that full non-composite selection shows a similar
improvement over the original algorithm. With this in mind,
for reasons of computational expediency, we will from this
point onwards only compare between the full non-composite
and even+truncated selection approaches. We can also pre-
dict from the considerations in Sec. III that any computational
effects resulting from the under-selection of larger compos-
ite clusters in the original algorithm will be comparable with
both the algorithms and so be satisfied that we will observe all
important calculation behavior.
Unless otherwise stated, all further calculations use a time
step that results in no bloom events of greater than 3 excips
occurring with the even selection algorithm in an equivalent
calculation. For the system in Fig. 2, this gives δτ = 2× 10−5,
and comparison with the other results in Fig. 2 suggests that
this choice of time step gives a reasonable estimate of the
plateau heights that can be expected from a given algorithm
while enabling easy determination for a new system. This
has the favourable characteristic of being easily determined
for a given system without having to converge multiple cal-
culations at different time steps for each calculation, though
provides only a lower bound on the stable time step with even
selection.
We will not consider the variation of nattempts any further
within this paper, leaving this instead for later work. For now,
we only note that the value nattemptsNex , assumed to be 1 originally
and 2 in full non-composite sampling, is found to vary during
a given even selection calculation and its behavior is highly
system-dependent.
It should be noted that when using full non-composite
selection no such general time step definition is possible due
to the large, but system-dependent, blooms previously noted
in Sec. IV A. This has made finding a stable time step an
exercise in trial-and-error. Being able to apply a single simple
criterion to the time step and obtain a stable calculation is a
not inconsiderable benefit when attempting to perform a new
calculation.
The choice of initial reference population is less clear. Pre-
vious work58 has noted the dependence of the plateau obtained
on the initial population, but for now we will just note that the
value of N0 at the plateau is approximately proportional to
the initial population, and so a larger initial population gives a
smaller peak value of NexN0 . In full non-composite selection, this
will change the expected size of blooms at the plateau (and in
even selection, the plateau nattempts value), though the precise
dependence will be strongly nonlinear. As such, we will adopt
a convention of starting with 500 excips on the reference and
deviating from this when a larger value is required with a com-
ment to this effect. However it should be noted that finding a
stable initial population for a given calculation is currently a
non-trivial task.
D. Calculation stability
First and foremost, we compare the stability of calcula-
tions performed using the modified algorithm to those utilising
previous approaches. We can see in Figs. 3 and 4 that the
new selection algorithm avoids the stability issues previously
present, stabilising excip population and energy estimates
within a much smaller range during a calculation. The bloom
events observed within Fig. 1 are entirely absent, as can be
seen from the comparison within Fig. 3.
Within Fig. 4, we can also see the effect of increasing
excip population at which statistics are collected upon full non-
composite calculation stability. At both target populations, the
calculation initially appears stable under population control
before spontaneously destabilising due to a series of large
blooms at τ = 23 and 138 units of imaginary time, respec-
tively. This demonstrates that while a higher target population
appears to give a more stable calculation for a time, there is
no guarantee that we can reliably continue to extract statistics
indefinitely.
FIG. 3. Calculation dynamics for (CCSDTQ)MC calculations on two well-
separated neon atoms in a Dunning cc-pVDZ basis.66 In each case, the top
panel shows the total population, and the bottom panel shows the energy
estimators. (a) shows the full non-composite propagation, reproducing Fig. 1,
and (b) shows the same calculation with the even selection propagation defined
in Sec. IV for the comparison of stability and values.
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FIG. 4. Calculation dynamics for (CCSDT)MC calculations on frozen-core
stretched N2 (rNN = 3.6a0) in a Dunning cc-pVDZ basis.66 The top panel
shows the total excip population, the middle panel shows the population con-
trol parameter S, and the bottom panel shows the instantaneous projected
energy. All calculations use δτ = 0.0023 and N0 = 500 and are labelled with
the selection algorithm used and the target population at which population
control was initiated.
In comparison, the even selection algorithm should be
possible to propagate indefinitely without any such destabili-
sation, and in this case, we saw no major variations over 105
iterations (τ = 230).
E. N2
Results for the stretched and equilibrium geometries of N2
at a range of truncation levels are presented in Figs. 5 and 6.
These results utilise frozen core electrons and a Dunning
cc-pVDZ basis.66
In all cases, the new selection algorithm is found to have
a lower memory cost than the previous approach, while also
providing a stable calculation at all truncation levels with
the previously specified parameter set in both geometries. In
comparison, the full non-composite algorithm required time
FIG. 5. Memory cost as a function of CC truncation level for frozen-core N2
in an equilibrium geometry (rNN = 2.118a0) and a cc-pVDZ basis66 when
using different selection approaches. Full non-composite propagation was not
found to give a stable calculation for truncation levels 5 or 6 with any initial
parameter combinations previously defined.
FIG. 6. Memory cost as a function of CC truncation level for frozen-core
N2 in a stretched geometry (rNN = 3.6a0) and a cc-pVDZ basis66 when using
different selection approaches. Full non-composite propagation was not found
to give a stable calculation for truncation levels 5 or 6 with any initial parameter
combinations previously defined, while truncation level 4 required a time step
factor of 10 smaller than that already defined.
step reduction by a factor of 10 to be stable for CCSDTQ in
the stretched geometry and was not stable at higher trunca-
tion levels for either geometry regardless of initial population
or time step. This suggests that, as expected, the full non-
composite algorithm struggles at higher truncation levels in
systems with significant multireference character in the wave-
function.
It should also be noted that the increase in the propor-
tion of the Hilbert space occupied in both these systems as
truncation levels approach CCSDTQ56 is likely the result of
significant multireference character entering the wavefunc-
tion. In this case, a sextuple excitation of the reference will
be highly weighted, so we can expect significant contributions
around this excitation level. From this, we would expect the
memory cost to decrease at even higher truncation levels, but
this is left for a further study to confirm.
TABLE II. Behavior of calculation memory costs for a single neon atom at
different basis sets and truncation levels. The even selection and full non-
composite columns contain the memory cost at the plateau, while the full
reduced Hilbert space (as would be stored in convention coupled cluster
theory) is provided for comparison.
Basis CC Even nstates full Hilbert
set level selection non-composite space
cc-pVDZ 2 180 190 398(1)
3 360 347 4677(9)
4 825(9) 850(20) 3065(5)
5 1380(10) 1589(14) 1.135(2)× 105
6 2060(30) 2325(60) 2.595(3)× 105
cc-pVTZ 2 1.90(2)× 103 1.94(1)× 103 2.957(7)× 103
3 9.7(1)× 103 9.39(3)× 103 1.030(2)× 105
4 5.36(2)× 104 5.73(6)× 104 1.967(2)× 106
5 2.71(7)× 105 2.84(4)× 105 2.124(2)× 107
6 1.44(4)× 106 1.620(9)× 106 1.364(1)× 108
cc-pVQZ 2 4.78(1)× 103 4.79(2)× 103 1.157(2)× 104
3 3.200(2)× 104 3.257(8)× 104 8.30(1)× 105
4 3.745(3)× 105 3.830(4)× 105 3.210(3)× 107
5 7.207(3)× 106 8.01(3)× 106 7.047(9)× 108
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TABLE III. Behavior of calculation memory costs for chains of well-spaced
(r = 1000a0) neon atoms of different lengths for different CC truncation levels.
Calculations used a Dunning cc-pVDZ basis66 set localised according to the
Foster-Boys criterion. The columns are as in Table II. It can be seen that while
both stochastic approaches provide a much reduced memory cost due to the
sparsity of the local representation, an improved selection approach is required
to fully utilise this sparsity at higher truncation levels.
CC Even nstates full Hilbert
System level selection non-composite space
2 × Ne 2 672(2) 615(8) 4.653× 104
3 2328(3) 2.80(3)× 103 2.720× 106
4 2.691(9)× 104 3.468(2)× 104 8.666× 107
5 3.26(1)× 105 3.319(2)× 105 1.670× 109
6 3.348(3)× 106 n/a 2.089× 1010
4 × Ne 2 1500(1) 1662(6) 5.885× 106
3 1.7992(1)× 104 1.89(1)× 104 4.136× 109
4 5.310(2)× 105 7.425(2)× 105 1.664× 1012
F. Ne
Results for the application of full non-composite and even
selection algorithms to a neon atom as we increase the basis
set size are presented in Table II. It can be seen that for a cc-
pVDZ basis set and truncation level, the conventional selection
approach behaves comparatively to even selection, but as we
increase basis set cardinality even selection provides a more
tangibly reduced memory cost.
Similar results for chains of well-separated (r = 1000a0)
neon atoms are presented in Table III and plotted in Fig. 7
for a chain of 4 neon atoms. By utilising orbitals localised
according to the Foster-Boys criterion,69 it can be seen that
stochastic CCMC provides much reduced memory costs due
to its exploitation of the inherent sparsity of the local represen-
tation. Utilising even selection reinforces this, giving a further
reduced memory cost at higher truncation levels.
A decrease in Nex at the plateau is also observed when
using even selection, as demonstrated in Fig. 8. This shows a
reduction in the granularity of our representation required for
convergence, as would be expected.
FIG. 7. Number of excitors in the stochastic CCMC wavefunction at the
plateau compared to the full Hilbert space for 4 well-separated Ne atoms.
Orbitals were localised according to the Foster-Boys criterion.69 We can see
that in this system both selection algorithms perform comparably and are
capable of performing a stochastic CCSDTQ calculation with significantly
lower memory costs than conventional CCSD in the same system.
FIG. 8. Number of excips in the stochastic CCMC wavefunction at the plateau
for 4 well-separated Ne atoms. Orbitals were localised according to the Foster-
Boys criterion.69 We can see that in this system using even selection results
in a smaller excip population, a pattern that is repeated in most systems.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have demonstrated that by reconsider-
ing the sampling of our wavefunction representation within
stochastic coupled cluster theory, we can obtain an algo-
rithm with lower memory and computational costs as well
as providing much more stable calculations. The benefits
of this approach are particularly evident at larger truncation
levels, system sizes, and basis sets, as well as in relatively
multireference systems.
This new algorithm entirely removes uncontrollable
blooms from CCMC calculations, avoiding the potential issues
associated with this behavior. This includes spontaneous desta-
bilisation of calculations and causing stochastic error bars on
energy estimates to become unreliable, both of which are the
cause for serious concern.
The removal of blooms from calculations is also vital to
various approaches for future development within stochas-
tic coupled cluster theory. Let us, for instance, consider an
MPI-based parallelisation scheme for stochastic coupled clus-
ter theory that somehow divides excitors between processes
and samples in such a way as to approximate the undivided
sampling, analogous to the approach previously described
for FCIQMC.55 If the expansion contains instantaneously
extremely heavily weighted excitors, as results from large
blooms, then either the processes on which these excitors
are located must perform an increased number of samples
or clusters containing these excitors must be undersampled
due to their greater weight within the expansion. The former
approach will result in very poor load balancing, while the
latter will exacerbate the underlying problem of the blooms
themselves. Such a parallelisation scheme has already been
implemented within HANDE70 by Spencer et al. and will be
detailed in a forthcoming paper. Adaptation of even selection
to this scheme is thus essential to exploiting modern computing
resources.
Removing the requirement to determine calculation
parameters that depend non-linearly on the system consid-
ered by providing a rigorous method to define the order
of magnitude of the time step is a significant develop-
ment towards enabling black-box usage of stochastic coupled
cluster theory. Similar approaches for the initial reference
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population and shift damping are currently in preparation and
will enable calculations to be performed with a minimum of
predetermined values. Only the maximum allowed memory
cost would remain as a parameter to be specified within a
calculation.
Following from this work, we can consider the impact of
our refined sampling upon the previously considered initiator
approximation.58 This could be expected to provide a large
benefit by enabling effective sign-consistent sampling as pre-
viously observed to be essential to the convergence of initiator
error within iFCIQMC.42
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APPENDIX: THE SCALING OF SAMPLING ATTEMPTS
WITH AND WITHOUT TRUNCATION
If we assume that the average number of excips per possi-
ble excitor is a constant value between given calculations and
excitation levels, we obtain
Lj ∝ Nexcitors( j) (A1)
and
N (l)
excips =
l∑
j=1
Lj ∝
l∑
j=1
Nexcitors( j), (A2)
where N (l)
excips is the number of excips required for a calculation
at truncation level l and Nexcitors( j) is the number of possible
excitors of excitation level j (i.e., that would contribute to ˆTj in a
non-stochastic coupled cluster). Note that all these expressions
explicitly exclude the reference and its excip population.
Considering all possible combinations of occupied and
virtual orbitals for a system with ne electrons and M basis
functions gives the number of such excitors as
Nexcitors( j) = MCjne Cj, (A3)
which for j << ne < M gives the scaling
O(Nexcitors( j)) = O(M jnje). (A4)
If both ne and M are parametrised by an arbitrary function
of a system size N, we obtain
O(Nexcitors( j)) = O(N2j) (A5)
and so
O(N (l)
excips) =
l∑
j=0
O(N2j) ≈ O(N2l). (A6)
We note that since na was previously fixed to be linear in
Nexcips, this will also be the hypothetical scaling of na within
the methods discussed in Sec. III if propagation with these
approaches is stable. This is termed hypothetical since increas-
ing bloom sizes with system size would actually lead to an
increase in N (l)
excips.
Substituting this scaling into Eq. (28) gives us a simple
expression for the scaling of na with system size if we used only
even selection as initially proposed in Sec. IV B that results in
O(n(l)a ) = O(N (l)excips)
l+2∑
s=0
1
s!
*.,
O(N (l)
excips)
O(N0)
+/-
s−1
. (A7)
Assuming that N0 is a constant value as system size
increases and taking the largest term within the sum give
O(n(l)a ) = O(N (l)excips)l+2 (A8)
= O(N2l(l+1)). (A9)
To obtain a similar expression when using truncated selec-
tion as in Sec. IV C using Eq. (41) is more involved, as it is
dependent upon the allowed cluster combinations (as defined
in the main text).
This task can be simplified by the observation that since
we have implicitly assumed that all excitors are occupied,
selecting a cluster is equivalent to selecting the constituent
second-quantised creation and annihilation operators. Thus
selection of a cluster of excitation level j involves select-
ing 2j second-quantised operators and as such will scale as
O(N2j). This gives the scaling of na with system size when
using truncated selection as
O(n(l)a ) = O(N2(l+2)). (A10)
The comparison of Eqs. (A9) and (A10) demonstrates
the requirement to use truncated selection if one is to avoid
calculation costs rapidly becoming totally untenable.
It should be noted that the assumptions made in this deriva-
tion represent the worst-case scenario and so an upper bound on
the scaling of calculations. We would expect the average excip
population per excitor to fall rapidly with truncation level,
system size, and basis set due to a smaller proportion of the
possible excitors being required in the stochastic wavefunction
representation, as seen in Fig. 7 and Table II.
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